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The Kupa Pities are a german heavy 

fuzz-rock band with garage attitude. Blasting tunes from a Mad Max 

resurrection, this machine is rollin straight outta the desert into your 90’s closet, 

shredding flannel shirts with hardcore attitude.   

Founded in 2020 The Kupa Pities released their first album "Godlike 

Supervision" in November 2021. Incorporating their live energy and widening 

their sound, the second album followed in May 2024. 
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The Kupa Pities are a german heavy 

fuzz-rock band with garage attitude. Blasting tunes from a Mad Max 

resurrection, this machine is rollin straight outta the desert into your 90’s closet, 

shredding flannel shirts with hardcore attitude.   

Founded by Daniel on drums and vocals and Rainer on guitar in 2020, The Kupa 

Pities wasted no time to lay down tracks for an album and were soon joined by 

Martin on bass. The first album "Godlike Supervision" was released in November 

2021.  

Having grown into a four piece just shortly before the release, the band was 

now ready to bring the Songs to the Stage with Erik taking over lead vocals.  

The band played its first gig at Hexenhaus, Ulm as support of Mondo Generator 

and soon after got to share the stage with their early heros Fu Manchu at Keep 

It Low Festival.  

The band has a gained a reputation for loud and energetic shows, bringing the 

energy of their album to the stage in its full circumference.  

 “Support acts at rock shows are not necessarily always worth mentioning 
or even impressive. The Kupa Pities are a completely different story. With an 
extremely energetic stoner mix and a sound somewhere between Henry Rollins 
and Rage Against The Machine, these guys from Munich really let their hair 
down.”       

 - Musix Live-Review! Warrior Soul 12.12.23 München, Unter Deck 
 

With the wind of their live shows at their backs and the band now grown into a 

full fledged four piece, The Kupa Pities went on to record their sophomore 

album from July 2023 to March 2024. Incorporating their live energy and 

widening their sound, the second album was released in May 2024. 
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Erik 

+49 176 67603999 

 

or  

 

Daniel 

+49 179 9913056 

 

info@thekupapities.com 
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